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PROWLER SAYS Canterbury Club REGIONAL NET MISS P0LLITT Ben Greet Cast VINCENT WILL
MAROONS WER Gives Program TILT TO OPEN TELLS OF HER Coming to Eastern GIVE LECTURE
HERE FRIDAY RECENT TRIP
DUE TITLES
SERIES HERE
Columnist Claims Eastern's
Remarkable Growth is
Setting Record
ADS

CAMPUS

CHATTER

I sorta been layin down on the Job
here of late I guess K gettln In copy
is any sign. But. I haven't been
still long enough to get down to a
typewriter for more than a month
now. You see. I usually do my
wrltin over the week ends and instead I have been going Here and
There for a few of 'em. Last week
end was spent on the way to and
from and in New York City. Nope,
didn't get lost. Just didn't go any
place much. You know that one
about not bein able to see the town
for the houses? Thats sure so with
that burg. Then the week before
that was spent In the northern part
of this state, most of it rite in the
midst of a great big genuine snow
storm. The week ned before that
was spent in Columbus, O. So, you
understand how I could truthfully
say Here and There and maybe not
get in much copy.
Superiority Complex
Say, is that whats wrong with our
Maroons? Doggone their hides.
The season for basketball is over,
but 'tis sorta under my skin yet
that they should fool around and
let Transy wallop them. Gee, the
Maroons had to travel a good distance to thrash the Mountaineers
of Berea, doncha think. But, to let
that next outfit get next to them
like that, it Just sorta hurts, you
know. But, maybe 'tis not one of
those things named above, but that
they Just met more than they could
handle. Anyway, 'tis a pretty good
bunch of boys thats carryln the
maroon and white colors and you
won't go wrong in backin them and
In keepln It up rite on thru baseball.
In Commemoration
Just can't go on without say in a
word about Pauline Cruse. I been
knowin Pauline for a couple years
and a little more now. Worked
with her as a member of Sigma Tau
PI. Worked with her as class mate.
Knew her as a fellow student. She
was ever willln to do her part and
was one of the outstandln young
ladles of the campus in all her stay
there. Just one of the finest young
ladles I have ever known.
Ain't We Big
Think of it. A . callege "department with more than eleven hundred boys and girls—three girls to
one boy I bet. Four hundred more
than lasfc year. A graduatin class
doublln and triplin what we had
last year. Well, theres no reason
why Eastern shouldn't be like that.
Shes the best Teachers College in
the state, you know.
Chatter
See by the last issue of the Progress that President Donovan has &
new picture for the paper. That
ones more like the Dr. . . .Miss Pollitt seems to have added a new one
to her collection. . . . Wonder how
it feels to be in school with your
dad? ... Bet May Jr. watches about
his class work and doesn't do any
too much sparkln for fear dad
spanks. . . . Edgar Banks is to bt
commended on his 54 point standin
for the first half of the year. A
real student I would guess. . . . Gettin to be too many Slgmas on the
campus it appears. . . . Wonder
what students would do if they
didn't have teachers to fuss about.
. . . Wonder why some teacher;
talk so much about grades, grades.
Theres lots more to school and
school work than grades, they are
only a minor somethin. . . . Orlando
Lea was never forced to use mathematics when a fifty-cent limit was
placed on meals purchased on athletic trips. Will power was what he
used. . . . Wonder how the young
ladles feel over on the farm. . . .
Guess they have their spring plowin
done by now. . . . Sorta bad admission for "Jazs" Rutledge when he
said that those persons makin out
schedules this semester didn't seem
to know what they were doin. . . .
Just been wonderin if Dr. Donovan
crossed the Detroit river into Windsor, Canada, while he was up in
Detroit ... Of course, I meant as
a tourist. ... Its our honest opinion
that Miss Roberts has had more
space in Turley's cartoons than any
one other person. . . . Well, sorta
admire Turley in expressin in pen
and ink what all the rest express
in private. . . . Al Portwood's Little
Maroons look about like a mountain
to the rest of the frosh quintets of
the state I bet . . . Just been wonderin if "Turkey" Hughes still has
to patrol the Book Store and Post
Office to see that some of the s.y.t
of the campus don't keep his athletes too much from their books.
' •"■— . Bet Mr. McDonough is tickled
pink that the new gym Is nearin
completion. . . . Howdy, Misses
Campbell,' Schnieb, Zellhoefer and
Ford. Hope you didn't get sea sick.
'••'■ . . . Am curious to know if "Sad
Eye" Durr has been able to reach
the ground with his cane yet . . .
Maybe Chas. Pettit sold him the
section he had to remove from his
' cane for splicin. . . . Hope the Editor isn't feeble yet. This flu sorta
makes one puny. ... Is Ray Wright
as deadly in love this year as last?
He was sure moon eyed last year.
. . . Soon be time for K. E. A. . . .
Be—a- good time for * three days
vacation. . . See that the entire

The Canterbury Club, composed ol
English majors and first minors,
and members of the English staff,
met in regular session and gave a Teams Matched by Drawing
March 9; Finals be Played
day, Marcn
short program' luseday,
March s:
in the' recreation roo
Lg. Saturday Night Trop
nail at 11:30 a. m.
hies on Display
-ner member ol
Mr. William L. Keero
the English staffc spoke briefly on
"Creative Writing.'' He discussed HUGHES TOURNEY CHIEF
the work of the Writer's Club at
Murfreesboro iTenn.i State ToacnSeveral of the strongest teams in
ers College.
Kentucky will meet In the seventh
After tne regular business meet- regional tournament to be held at
ing Mr. Keene read some poems Madison High gymnasium Friday
from The Still Voice,'' the literary and Saturday under auspices of
Eastern Kentucky State leachers
magazine of the Writer's Club.
College. The drawing was held on
March 9 with Coach Turkey Hughes
supervising. Qayle Mohney and T.
E. McDonough are to officiate.
The schedule is as follows:
9 a. m.—White Hall vs. Hazel
Green (B girls).
10 a. m.—Red House vs. Combs (B
Faculty Adopts Rules Gov- girls).
11 a. m.—Corbin vs. Hazaid (A
erning Participation in
girls).
Extra-Curnculars
2 p. m.— Barbourville vs. Walllns
(A girls).
3 p. m.—Burning Springs vs. HaUpon the recommendation of the
committee on clubs and lorensics, zel Oreen (B boys).
4 p. m.—Carr Creek vs. Red
the faculty of the Eastern State
Teachers College at its last regular House (B boys).
7:30 p. m.—Hazard vs. Benham
meeting adopted a set of regulations governing student participa- (A boys).
8:30 p. m.—London vs. Madison
tion In excra-curricuiar activities.
The aims of the regulations Is to (A boys).
The class finals for girls will be
eliminate excessive
participation
and to distribute offices and par- played Saturday morning, the class
ticipation more evenly among the B girls playing at 10 o'clock and
class A girls at 11 o'clock. The
student body, accorduig to the let- the
class finals for boys will be played
ter received by the Progress this Saturday afternoon, class B boys
week, from Dr. Roy B. Olark, chair- meeting at 2 o'clock and class A at
man of the faculty committee on 3- o'clock. The finals will be played
ciubs and forensics.
Saturday night with the girls' game
Complete list of the regulations as at 7:30 and the boys' at 8:30.
adopted follows:
1. In order to hold membership
(Including one office) in three clubs
or societies and be an active member on the regular staff okthe Eastern Progress, ofiiclal student publication, or the Milestone, college
yearbook, a student must have a Eastern Students Choose Eva
scholastic standing of "B" or higher.
Dean Squires, AilingA standing of only "C" will permit
ton Grace
students to hold membership (in
eluding one office) in only two
clubs.
BEAUTY CONTEST ON
2. In order to hold office in two
clubs or societies and be on the staff
Results of the Milestone popularof one of the above-named official ity contest at Eastern was anstudent publications, a student shall nounced by Professor Richards in
have a scholastic standing of "B' the assembly Wednesday morning,
or better and limit his membership March 11.
to two clubs or societies.
The winners are as follows: The
3. To hold the presidency of any most popular girl. Miss EvaDean
one club or society and be editor- Squires; the most popular boy, Alin-chief of either the Eastern Prog- Ungton Crace; the most handsome
ress or Milestone, a student shall boy, Charles Work. The eleven girls
have a scholastic standing of "B" receiving the highest number of
or higher, limit his club member- votes for the most beautiful girl
ship to two, and not hold any other were Betty Baxter, Louise Broaddus,
office.
Mrs. William Chock, Ruth Miller,
4. No student shall be eligible for Anna Lee, Nora Moore, Hazel Morthe presidency of more than two ris, Dorothy Nlsbet, Dorothy Sewell,
cjubs or societies, and then only if Thelma
Willoughby and Dolly
his scholastic standing is "B" or Woods.
higher.
The pictures of the winners and
the girls receiving second and third
places in the girls beauty contest
are to appear in the Milestone.
The pictures of the ten girls mentioned in the beauty contest have
been sent to Zlegfeld for the selection of the first three.

STANDARD SET
FOR ACTIVITY

WHiNERS IN
POPULARITY

SOCIAL RULES
ARE DRAFTED
Committee Sets Forth Plan by
Which Social Activity
Be Regulated

The social committee met in the
board of regents' room March 10,
and approved the following rules
and regulations to govern all social
functions on Eastern's campus:
1. That no one be admitted to
a social function at Eastern whose
name does not appear on the list
of invited guests.
2. That the above list of Invited
guests be approved by the dean of
women, the chairman of the social
committee and representatives from
the social committee.
3. That the names of the Invited
guests be arranged alphabetically,
and opposite each name the name
of the student responsible.
4. That any organization sponsoring a formal dance turn in with
their list of guests the names of the
students who are to be at the door,
the names of the students composing the floor committee, and a list
of chaperons who are expected to
be present during the enure time
of the affair.
6. That the floor committee be
composed of seven students from
the organization who are to take
entire responsibility for the conduct
of guests at dance or other social
functions.
6. That any student or guest
drinking at a dance be asked to
leave by a member of the floor
committee.
7. That any student or guest
smoking in the building, be asked
to leave by a member of the floor
committee.
8. That any organization which
fails to comply with the above regulations forfeits the privilege for
one year of having any social function.
9. That the secretary of the social committee be Instructed to
send a copy of the regulations approved by the social committee to
the president of each of the organizations, class and social, on the
campus. *
Progress staff is made up of students that have more than their
share of extra-curricular. . . . The
Milestone staff Is in the same mess.
. . . Lets hope that the time will
soon come when such work will be
more evenly divided. . . .
—THE" PROWLER.

MELODRAMA
POSTPONED
Second Showing of Mystery
Play Will Not Be
Given
The previously schedlued "S. Q.
V.," a three-act melodrama which
was to be produced for the benefit
of the second semester students will
not be offered, according to the Information received today. "Due to
the absence of several of the cast
from school It has been impossible
to offer the production earlier, and
as every available date until late In
March has been taken, we deemed
It best to postpone the offering Indefinitely," stated Miss Pearl Buchanan, faculty sponsor of the Littlt
Theater Club, In interview Tuesday.
The melodrama was offered for
the first time on January 21 and
required skillful handling to do it
Justice as the most finished production the club has ever presented.
The first showing of "S. Q. V." waa
the initial performance of the Little
Theater Club this year.

O

:

AMOS, ANDY, MADAM QUEEN
JACKSON, Ky., March 12 (.#)—
Radio has Its devotees in the heart
of the Kentucky mountains. When
triplets were born to Mr. and Mrs.
Levl Deaton, at Wick, Breathltt
county, two boys and a girl, they
were named Amos, Andy and
Madam Queen, after the principals
In the recent famed radio breach of
promls suit.
O
GRADES
When the last exam is taken
And the ink is blotted and dried,
When the last term paper is finished
And all the low grades decried.
We shall rest and, faith, we shall
neetl it.
Can sleep for a morning or two
Till the first of another quarter
Sets us to work anew.
Those who made good grades shall
be happy, .
And each In his favorite crowd
Can whisper how he made them
If he doesn't talk too loud.

Eastern Teachers in Party of
Educators that Visits Caribbean Island and Panama;
Haiti of Special Interest
SPEAKS

AT

Noted Literary Student Will
Be Heard in Three Addresses at Eastern Betginning March 18

CHAPEL

Miss Mabel Pollltt, who has recently returned from a visit to the
Caribbean Islands and Panama, was
the chapel speaker on Friday. Miss
Pollltt went as a member of a group
of college professors, business and
professional men and women, organized to study present-day conditions In the Latin-American countries and to bring about a mutual
understanding of the countries to
the south of. the United States.
Among the sixty members of the
group, the most notable were Dr.
Ralph E. Benner, until recently
chancellor of the University of
Porto Rico; Dr. (Ernest Omening,
former editor of the Nation; Mr.
George Plimpton, president of the
Ginn and Company; Dr. Samuel
Guy Inman. professor of international law at Columbia University;
Mr. E. C. Llndeman of New York,
and Mr. Prank McCullough of
Chicago. The following colleges
and universities were represented:
Smith, Columbia Chicago, Northwestern, Wellesley, Cleveland, Wisconsin, Loyola and Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College.
The first country visited was
Puerto Rico, where the group was
entertained by Governor Theodore
Roosevelt In the governor's palace,
built four hundred years ago by the
son of Ponce de Leon.
In Panama, President Alfaro, who
was recently minister for Panama in
Washington, entertained with a
formal reception, as did also the
American minister, Mr. Roy Davis.
The party made the trip thru the
Panama Canal and flew back from
the Pacific to the Atlantic in a seaplane. Miss Pollltt said in her
speech that she felt like Balboa
himself as she sat high in the air
and saw both oceans at once.
Probably the Island that aroused
more interest than any other was
the Island of Haiti or Santo Domingo. Miss Pollltt said: "The
two countries are entirely separate
and distinct, Santo Domingo occup>iDg the eastern section, and Haiti,
ihc #ncgro republic, the northwestern 'part. Santo Domingo is Spanish in speech, in tradition and in
culture. Here we were received by
the rector of the University of
Santo Domingo, who is a lineal descendant of Christopher Columbus.
The university itself is very old and
historic, having been founded In
155, seventy-eight years before Harvard and a century and a half before Yale. Santo Domingo was the
important center and the capital of
New Spain in the sixteenth century:
The historic cathedral was built to
this century and in the beautiful
plaza facing It once walked Christopher Columbus, his son, Diego,
Balboa, De Soto, Plzarro, Cortez and
the whole train of Spanish conqulstadores. Within the cathedral is a
beautiful chapel containing, as the
Santo Dominicans believe, the bones
of Christopher Columbus, which*
were not moved to Havana and
thence to Spain In Haiti we were
much impressed with the Intense
and flaming hatred against the
policy of the United States marines.
President Hoover's commission had
Just been into the Island and their
recommendation that the United
States government withdraw the
marines at the earliest possible date
seems to be a wise one. Haiti is a
land of caste. Here there is a population of some two and one-half
million blacks ruled over by the
ruling caste, an oligarchial minority of some six thousand families.
The president and the officials of
the government tendered a beautiful reception to us in a room lined
with the busts of the twenty-six
black men who had preceded him
as chief of the state. Five were
assassinated, one committed suicide,
three died in office, fifteen had been
driven out of office into exile by
revolutions, and only one of the
presidents had served out his term,
retired and died a natural death.
In Haiti no one can hold an office
or own land except a negro."
The last country visited was Cuba,
where the party was received by
President Mchado, who continues In
power despite unrest and political
agitation. Mr. and Mrs. Guggenheim gave a reception for the group
on the eve of their departure for
the United States. Mr. Guggenheim is the American ambassador
to Cuba.
Miss Pollltt said that she was
greatly impressed and to some extent depressed by the problems
(•which must assuredly arise within
the next century in connection with
the Caribbean states. Central and
South America. "Economically these
countries desire our interest and
support. Politically and culturally
they have no liking for the United
States. The Monroe Doctrine they
regard with distrust and dislike;
the United Fruit Company, which
brings into them means of livelihood, they hate; the United States
marines are anathema to them; as
is also the National City Bank of
New York, a branch of which stands
on the principal square of each of
these Island states."
"Poverty and illiteracy, as we rate
them, are high. Standards of living
i
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SIR PHILLIP BEN GREET

SHAKESPEARE
PLAYS DATED
Sir Phillip Ben Greet and
Players to Appear at
Eastern
COMING

ON

MARCH

20

Sir Philip Ben Greet and his
company of English players will appear at the Hiram Brock audltorljm at Eastern State Teachers College on March 20 In Hamlet and
As You Like-It The company Is
coming to Eastern under auspices
of the fine arts committee of the
college. The matinee performance
will be given at three o'clooc and
the evening performance at eight.
Tl.ls is Sir Philip's second transcontinental tour. He has been In
this country on the present tour
since October. After fifty years of
public service in giving Shakespeare
and the classics, Ben Greet was recently honored by a knighthood bestowed on him by the king of England.
This season Sir Philip is appearing as Jaques in As You Like lit,
and Polonlus in Hamlet. The company Includes eighteen English
players among whom Is one of the
best known English actors, Russell
Thorndlke, who will be seen in the
part of Touchstone in As You Like
It, and in the title role in Hamlet.
Sir Philip creates an essential atmosphere of medieval reverence.
Nothing detracts from the play's
significance. His only modifications
of the true Elizabethan manner is
in the use of richer and more elaborate hangings than were employed
in the Elizabethan days. The simplicity of his productions Is based
on the theory that the stage should
stimulate and inspire rather than
relieve the imagination. Sir Philip
has schooled his actors in the forgotten art of speaking words. When
his actors speak, it is easy to understand the words and sense of
what Is spoken.

"ATOM" HOST
BABY MAROON
Freshmen Squad Entertained
By Portwood After Successful Season
"The Mighty Atom," Alfred E.
Portwood, coach of the state championship Eastern State Teacher;,
College freshman basketball team,
entertained the members of his
basketball squad with a dinner at
the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, Ky..
Thursday, February 26, at 6:30 p. m.
Ouests of Coach Portwood at the
banquet were: Capt. Gill is Madden;
Alternate Capt. James Vest, Ouerney Adams, T. C. McDanlels, O. Feeback, William Hansen, H. Phillips,
R. Campbell, C. Carder, G. Oreen,
C. Flannery, I." DeWltt, manager,
Mrs. Portwood, and Al Crace.
Portwood, former stellar athlete at
the University of Kentucky, Eastern's first full-time freshman coach,
led the boys to a successful football
season last fall, winnings all but one
of the games played.
But the
young mentor made an even more
impressive showing during the net
season Just ended by winning every
contest attempted In the state.
The outstanding victories of the
twelve straights were a pair of wins
over the University of Kentucky
Kittens.
-O-

Crawfojrd Speaks
at Chapel Period
"The modern teacher is a robot—
a teacher of subjects, not of students," A. B. Crawford, superintendent of the Anchorage city schools
and a graduate of Eastern Teachers
College, quoted in a talk In chapel
at Eastern this morning in the
Hiram Brock auditorium.
"The modern teacher is not a robot," Superintendent Crawford went
on, "because he does not do what he
is told. A robot does just what he
is told—nor more, and no less."
are low, comforts are few and the
luxuries, except among the ruling
classes, non-existent. If better relationships are to be maintained,
tliey must be established thru international understanding and tactful
diplomacy."

CLASS

LECTURES

Dr. Leon H. Vincent, of Boston,
Mass., who has devoted his career
to the exposition of what is enduring and estimable In letters, will
give a series of lectures at Eastern,
oeginning March 18.
Dr. Vincent is a notable member
of a notable family in the education of the American people toward
an Intelligent attitude with regard
to men, their affairs, and then- literature. His father was revered as
an apostle of religious inspiration
in Colorado while it was yet a border state; his uncle, Bishop John
Vincent, was the great creator of
Chautauqua; his cousin, George
Vincent, the educator and publicist,
Is the present executive of the
Rockefeller Foundation. He is a recognized contributor of critical essays to leading magazines and has
published In book form "American
Literary Masters," "Studies in
French Letters and Society of the
Seventeenth Century," and "Dandles and Men of Letters."
According to the announcement
of Dr. Donovan, Dr. Vincent will
give three public lectures and two
class lectures during bis stay at
Eastern. The public lectures will be
given In the morning at the regular
assembly hour, while the class lectures will be given in the afternoons at four o'clock. The series begins Wednesday morning, March
18, when Dr. Vincent will lecture on
Lord Byron's London Career. On
March 20, at the assembly Dr. Vincent will lecture on Tom Moore, the
Drawing Room Minstrel. His last
public lecture will be on March 23,
on Lady Blesslngton and Gore
House. His class lectures on Sydney
Smith as a man of the world and
Benjamin Disraeli, the novelist and
the dandy will be given at four
o'clock March' 10 and 24, respectively.

DONOVAN IN
CHAPEL TALK
Contribution of Teachers Colleges to Education is
Outlined
NO

NORMAL

SCHOOLS

Twenty-five years ugu march 21
Eastern and Western Teachers Colleges were made state Institutions
and Dr. H. L. Donovan, president of
Eastern, made an address in regular chapel period this morning in
the Hiram Brock auditorium telling
of the relation of the teachers colleges to the commonwealth of Kentucky and their advancement during the past 25 years.
Dr. Donovan emphasized the fact
that there are at present four
teachers colleges and no normal
schools In the state. "The normal
schools are no longer in use in this
state," he said. "As defined by law,
the normal school was a teacher
training school on the level of a
high school, but our teachers and
standards have risen to another
level and our preparation now has
to be done lrr- college.
«•
"There are about 11,000 students
pursuing higher education In the 16
or 16 colleges in Kentucky," Dr.
Donovan said, "and of this number
approximately one-half are enrolled
In the four teachers colleges. Eastern has 1,174 college students and
over 400 children enrolled, and
reaches about 1,100 more thru cor
respondence courses." Eastern ranks
a little below Western In attendance,
but far above Murray and Morehead Teachers Colleges.
"The student who attends the
teachers colleges," Dr. Donovan
stated, "has less money than those
who go to endowed schools and state
universities, but this is more thai,
compensated by a firmness of purpose and ambition which will carry
them higher. A check-up al Eastern has shown that those vrorklng
their way thru school make the best
grades on the average."

ARTISTS GETS
ORGANIZATION
Art

Students Form New
Organization to Promote Work

The Pen and Pencil Club, an organization for students interested In
art, was formed on the campus of
Eastern State Teachers College on
Wednesday, February 25. The new
club Is under the supervision of
Miss Maude Gibson, bead of the art
department at Eastern.
Mr. Maynard Stamper, senior,
was elected to head the artists.
Miss Eva Mae Berry™was elected
secretary and Mr. Abshear, treasurer.
The organization will consist of
about 80 members and will have
regular meetings every second and
fourth Monday from 6:20 to 7:30.

-•
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Progress Platform
8tudent participation In government.
Official Freshman Week.
Undergraduate scholarships.
Spring vacation during K. E. A.
Extension of fields for specialization.
Inauguration of active Journalism department.
An active Alumni Association.
Welcome, High Schools

The Eastern Progress wishes to join the administration in extending to you our most sincere welcome to the campus for your short stay.
We are glad that you have come and want you
to feel free to roam the campus as you like.
Many of you have represented your school!
here in previous tournaments. To you we are'
glad to extend a hand of greeting and/enew
our friendship. Others of you are finding this
your first visit to Eastern. Tp^you we wish
to say "the latch-string is on the outside."
While every team entered in the meet cannot win the regional championship, we are back
of all of you. To/the winners we extend our
congratulations. When you go to Lexington
for the state meet next week, rest assured that
every, faculty member and student at Eastern
irpulling for you. To the losers we extend
our sympathy and promise to be as gracious to
you as to the winners.
In the past years the winners of this region
have given splendid account of themselves at
Lexington. Several times "our" representatives were hard-pushing the winners in the finals. Wa should have another state champion
from this region and we believe we shall.
Seventh region, show your basketball.

ngratulations
Again "Turkfy" Hughes and his Maroons
have brought to an end one of the most successful and colorfurjbasketball seasons ever to be
enjoyed by an Hastern team, and—
"The Might/ Atom" Portwood, Eastern's
first full-time freshman coach, and his fighting
Baby Maroons crossed the finish line with an
unparalleled freshman record for Eastern—
twelve straight victories in the state—undefeated in the regular season—State Championship
—downed/University of Kentucky Kittens
twice, jj
Quite/ftrue, both coaches had a number of
players/that were stars in their high school
But the best.of material needs a guidand, and both teams had it—training unmost efficient and capable hands.
"Turkey" and "Al" during the season peifected two of the most formidable basketball
machines in the state. Both teams faced unusually difficult schedules and came thru with
flying banners.
Congratulations, "Turkey," "Al," and
boys, we are proud of you.

Placement Bureau
The Placement Bureau, maintained free of
cost to and for the use of nay and all students
enrolled in the institution, is a service that the
administration feels is due students who choose
Eastern as their alma mater.
Dr. L. G. Kennamer and his assistants give
much of their time toward the gathering and
compilation of data necessary to assist students
in securing positions. The demand for positions is going to be greater this year than ever
before and students are urged to file enrollment
blanks at once. The bureau has made contacts with Kentucky's foremost educators and
is in a position to place applicants as teachers,
The Tcachdfk Creed
principals, superintendents, and in other posiI believe in boys and girls, the men and tions that should be of interest to every student
women of a great tomorrow; that whatsoever enrolled.
the boy soweth the man shall reap. I believe
Yet the bureau can be of no assistance to
in the course of ignorance; in the efficacy of you unless you have placed at their disposal the
schools; in the dignity of teaching, and in the information they need. If you are "in the
joy of serving others. I believe in wisdom as market" for a job, get the enrollment blanks
revealed in human lives as well as in the pages at once, fill them out carefully, including all
of the printed book, in lessons taught, not so of the information asked for, file a photograph
much by precept as by example; in ability to with the blank, and return to the bureau imwork with the hands as well as think with the mediately. This small effort on your part
head; in everything that makes life large and may be a deciding factor in securing a worth■lovely. I believe in beauty in the schoor room, while position for next year.
in the home, in daily life and out of doors. I
Within a few weeks the Kentucky Educabelieve in laughter, in love, in faith; in all ideals tion Association will be in session at Louisville.
and distant hopes that lure us on. I believe Many students will be placed thru the bureau
that every hour of every day we receive a just during the educational conference. Furnish
reward for all we are and all we do. I believe the bureau with the necessary information
in the present and all its opportunities; in the within the next few days. It may be of greatfuture its premises, and in the divine joy of est advantage to you.
living.
And They Wer% Rumors
And there were rumors—wild rumors—wild
rumors that the Senior class of 1931 was not
going to publish an annual. And rumors they
were.
The Senior class of Eastern, the largest
graduating class in the history of the institution,
is publishing an annual. True to our prediction they are going to*offer to the student body
the beat yearbook ever put out by any class of
grads yet to leave the college.
Led by an untiring editor ¥rho has thrown
himself whole-heartedly into the task, and
backed one hundred per cent by the carefullyselected staff, classes, faculty, and administration, the fourth-years are obut to bring forth a
product which the college will praise for years
to come.
When controversies arose—as controversies
have a habit of doing—the faithful staff lent
its untiring efforts toward finding some solution.
BUT—work on the annual is being withheld by the failure of several students to submit
their pictures. A deadline had to be set and
March 20 it was found is the latest possible
date for the acceptance of any pictures for the
yearbook. ALL PICTURES MUST BE
MADE BY MARCH 20.
•»

CAMPUS COMEDIES

The Milestone to be indicative of the life
and spirit of Eastern mipt contain YOUR picture. You have become a vital part of the
college, and the omission of any one part will
not make the annual truly representative of the
college as you and others wish to remember it.
Secure an appointment with the staff photographer TODAY and have your picture made.
You will prize the 1931 annual. It will
contain evidence of'-'student activity—due to
our present system op records—that can be secured from no other source. It is going to
"broadcast" Lasterp during '31. It is an official hand book to which the alumni and administration can refer for information and data that
will assist you in future years.
Again—have you picture made today, and
this year's Milestone, headed by the institution's largest graduating class, jublished in a
year of the college's greatest growth, shall be
the pride of your'. college memories.

MM WWTED/ GOOD POSITION WITH PLENT* OF OPPORTUNITY fOU.
YOUNG- MAN/

USELESS INDIVIDUALS
I HAVE MET
»"« *PCX-OOIfS TO PUtiOX.

Wo DOESN'T

LIKE WARCH ?

MACPHERSON
AT EASTERN
Noted Scientist Emphasizes
Application of Facts to
New Ideas

Dr. William MacPherson, president of the American Chemical Society and dean of the graduate
school of Ohio State University, approves the modern trends in education he said in an address delivered in the Hiram Brock auditorium this morning during the regular chapel period at Eastern
Teachers College.
"The passing from static receptor to dynamic education within
the past few years is very pleasing," Dr. MacPherson declared.
Formerly an education was the
reception of facts imparted by
teachers, but today the emphasis is
placed on the application of facts
to new Ideas, to the advancement
of science and to creation.
"The merely well-informed man
possessing a great accumulation of
facts," Dr. MacPherson quoted, "is
the most useless man alive and life's
greatest bore."
The speaker urged the combination of all sciences for progress.
"For," he said, "It has been found
that the greatest progress in physics and chemistry has been mado
through physical chemistry and In
physiology and chemistry through
physiological chemistry."
"The most important scientific
advancement during the present
period of the world's history is concerned with the structure of the
atom. Several years ago the atom
was considered the unit of matter
and, as Its name denotes, was supCAMPUS PHILOSOPHER
posed to be indestructible. But now
the policeman on the street Is
Thruout the year we have occasionally used even
talking of electrons. It was Thomsports stories written by James Miller, local son who found that the atom Is in
reality a small universe composed
newspaper writer. Most of the time his stories of
electrons Who knows but what
have been used without his "by line." We the electrons may be found to have
similar structure?"
are glad to use this means of recognizing Mr. a Dr.
MacPherson declared that he
was very well satisfied with living
Miller's contributions.
in this age for "the present generation has witnessed the unearthing
The best way to settle a difficulty is with of more fundamental knowledge
than any other period in the world's
the other fellow and not with everyone not history—we might say than In all
other periods.
concerned.
Dr. MacPherson spent Wednesday on the campus at Eastern and
It has been said that women are a necessary returned to Ohio that night. In the
afternoon he made a trip to Berea
evil, and from the looks of some of the boys to visit the Churchill Weavers. He
the guest of Prof. Meredith E.
at Eastern, they are extremely necessary. ■* was
Cox while here.

The Little Theater Club is to commended
upon the recent production of "S. Q.' V." Undoubtedly the sponsors of the local dramatic
club have realized—and we wish they would
pass the information along to some others responsible for our amusements and entertainment—that they have been shooting entirely
over the heads of the student body. We thank
the dramatists for "coming down to earth."
Here's hopin' you have started something.
We have found—-as experienced editors always know—that too many people want .publicity and when they get it they don't want it.

—By TURLEY

(Don VD
LET YOUR FEET DEFEAT YOUR
APPEARANCE!
Rightly or wrongly, you are judged by appearance.
Keeping your shoes well-heeled and well-soled is an inexpensive way of insuring favorable judgment.

Special Attention Given to Mail
Order Work.
■■

V

Bybee Shoe Hospital
SECOND AND WTER STREETS

Special Service
TO STUDENTS
An Agent in Each Hall!
Room 19, Sullivan Hall—Miss Louretta Buser
Room 219, Burnam Hall—Miss Frances Foster
Room 131, Memorial Hall—Rawdy Whittakar

Modern Dry Cleaners
H.. S. BYBEE
265 E. Main* in the Bottom

Telephone 484

Come To See Us!

Eastern Students Are Always Welcomed
60c
25c
25c
65c
35c
25c

Woodbury's Face Cream
Woodbury's Face Cream
Woodbury's Facial Soap
Ponds Face Cream Jars
Ponds Cream
Ponds Cream Tubes

89c
19c
19c
_.__.59c
29c
i 19c

25c Listerine Tooth Paste
50c Ipana Tooth Paste
50c Pepsodent Tooth Paste
$1.00 Coty's Face Powder
50c Pebeco Tooth Paste
25c Packers Tar Soap

STOCKTON'S DRUG STORE

19c
39c
39c
89c
42c
19c

.7

.
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Society
BEAUTIFUL TEA
The Home Management House
Girls were hostesses to a tea g'ven
Saturday afternoon, February M, In
honor of the Home Economic chib
and other friends. About thlry-flve
guests enjoyed the hospitality of
the girls in their new home. The
dining room was beautifully decorated in a pre-St. Patrick's decoration of white sweet peas and green
candles.
Miss Margaret Stucker, of University, spent the week end with
Miss Sarah Jackson.
Mrs. J. E. Rhodemyre. of Ashland, has been visiting her .daughter, Miss Alice Rhodemyre.
Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Donovan were
the dinner guests Tuesday of the
girls in the Home Management
House.
Miss Dorothy Nesbet's mother of
Atlanta, Ga„ has been visiting Eastem.
Miss Miiarea Owens, a former
student at Eastern now teaching in
Maysville, was the week end visitor
of Miss Noemi Maddox.
Mrs. Jean Burns, of Ashland, has
been a recent visitor of her children, Miss Mary K. Burns and Mr.
Dan Burns.
Miss Elizabeth Austin had as her
week end guest Miss Elizabeth
Spurlln.
Miss Edith Sparks has been visiting Miss Mossle Lee Gould.
Miss Ada Hood has been delayed
from her return on account of the
Illness of her mother.
Mr. Haldon Durr spent the week
end with Mr Kenneth Marshall in
Corinth.
Miss Frances Proctor spent the
week end with home folks in Waddy.
Miss Mabel Williams spent the
week end in Harrodsburg, guest of
Miss Hazel Megee. While there Miss
Williams visited old Fort Harrod,
and several places of historic interest.

Stanifer Bldg. Up Stairs
Phone 1083

Dr. Ray Stanifer
Dentist

Dr. F. M. Elliott
Dentist

Dr. J. A. Arbuckle
Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat
Glyndon Barber Shop
We Cash
K

Student* Checks

C. BOGGS. Prop.
Open till 7 P. M.

EVERYTHING GOOD TO
EAT AT

JOE'S
Phone 58

Main Street

first

think of your
druggist's
Service, service, and more
service. Open early and late.
Having what you want when
you want it. Dru&S. Confectionery. Stationery. Cifcars.
Sundries BeautifulSheaner's
Lifetime'' pens, pencils and
desk sets. FIRST, think of
your dru&£ist's!

SHEAFFER'S
'■•« u s

P.I

o».

PERRY'S DRUG STORE

Try This
at Our Pen Counter—Parker

Pressureless
Touch
PrusurtUu TouA is iMl DuoWd
Feature that ii Winning million* to this
pen. The sss*heT-li«ht weight of the f*n
it«I} suits the ink-flow and msintains it
steadily and evenly at any speed. Fingetpressure is relieved. No •traininc. No
effort. No fatigue. Non-breakable Barrels.
Five Flashing Colors. The utmost in a
' fountain pen. $5 to $10. according to
aba and finish. Try on* at our counter.

20% DISCOUNT
All This Week
COLLEGE BOOK
STORE
CAMPUS
Basement of Admr. Bldg.

What's In The New Charles F. Weaver
Marshall Attends Ben Greet Players at Eastern for Two
Health Building And Gymnasium Press Convention
-Performances March 20
Kenneth T. Marshall, senior at
Eastern and editor-in-chief of the
Eastern Progress, official student
publication of the Eastern Kentucky
State Teachers College, left today
for New York City to attend the
seventh annual contest and convention of the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association, March 12-13-14.
The convention of young Journalists is an annual affair at Columbia University, New York, and editors of college publications thruout
the country meet there to discuss
problems which are common to all
paper staffs.
'*
The Eastern Progress Is a member of the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association and the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association. According to the statement by Mr
Marshall before his departure, the
Progress has been entered in both
the contest being held at New York
and the one to be held nexi week
at ttu University of Kentucky.
O
LIBRARY NOTES
A LITERARY ESCALATOR
I fairly held my breath the other
Dr. Herman Lee Donovan, presi- The habit of reading should grow
day in CHAPEL while HAftOLD dent of Eastern Kentucky 8tat* through a gradually increasing inPRIM was talking about us, because Teachers College, returned from the terest that produces a genuine urge
I thought he was going to tell on annual meeting of the National to read. If our aim is literary enus. MY PARTNER IN CRIME says Education Association held in De- joyment, we must provide wisely the
that she guessed the dear boy did iiolt*unday to Thursday, February ilrst happy contacts with enjoyable
not know who to tell on or he 22-26. Dr. Donovan also represent- literature, according to our capacity.
would have done so. Say, I got an ;d Eastern at the meeting of the We readily agree that we can't Jump
ear full the other night on BOB American Association of Teachers from Gene Stratton Porter to
KEENE. I passed the RECREA- Colleges held in Detroit, Friday and Thackeray, so why not use an es1ION ROOM and heard McKIN- Saturday. February 20-21. He spoke calator and lift ourselves up to
LEY telling a most romantic story before the National Education As- higher literature.
about BOB onue navh-.g experienced sociation on the subject of "ProThe following Is an escalator of
PURE LOVE.
gressive Steps to Rural Education" literature from the kind injurious
BOB DAVIS seems to have cast from the standpoint of the teachers to literary taste to the kind superior
hist lot' with the BLONDS this college president.
to the literary level:
year. The order of his choices runs
Injurious to Literary Taste
something like this: GENEVA JOR"Hamlet" and "As You Like It" T Bailey.
DON, NANCY PRAZIER, EMILY will be offered by the Ben Greet J. D. Curwood.
HARRISON, HAZEL LLEWELLYN Players in the Hiram Brock audltc
Z. Grey.
and LOUISE BAIRD. By the way, rium of the Eastern Kentucky State H. B. Wright.
I noticed GEORGE CARRELL go- Teachers College Friday, Marcn 20, Tom Swift Series.
ing out with NANCY PRAZIER the according to the announcement iast Grace Harlowe Series.
other night. Do you girls know week by Dr. Jacob D. Farrls of the
Fascinating and Harmness
VIRGINIA BICKLEY, the new LI- fine arts committee. Sir Phillip
BRARIAN? Prom the way she was lien Greet, eminent English actor Beech: The Iron Trail
dashing around getting a book for and producer, will take part in the Day: King Spruce.
THOMAS BENNETT the other day oust of each of the two plays. The Deeping: Sorrel and Son.
Farnol: The Broad Highway:
I think she is trying to make a Greet Players have been making a
Frederick: In the Valley.
HIT with TOMMY.
BLANCH WIMBLE says that DR. return transcontinental tour of the Gras: Reds of the Midi.
KARRIS' medicine for an ever sup- states and will stop over at Rich- Hay: The First Hundred Thouply of acid must have helped her mond to offer the productions to sand.
case of measles as she had them for ihc college and the city of Rich- Mason: Four Feathers:
over a week before she knew what mond. The plays will be an added Orczy: The Scarlet Ptmperel.
was wrong with her. JIMMY AULT attraction of the second :ern» and Sabatlni: Scaramouche.
reports that he performed a good a.*e not one of the regular offerings White: The Rlverman; Gold.
Good Literary Level
deed by helping HOMER HENSLEY of the fine arts series.
Barrie: Admirable Crichton.
and LOREL HOUGH get out of a
A presentation of Richard Dlx In Birmingham: Spanish Gold.
wire fence In time to get back for
supper. MARGARET MAE FISB "The Love Doctor" was offered to Blackmore: Lorna Doone.
says that due to her Illness, she the student body by the Young Bronte: Jane Eyre.
was unable to enjoy her visit home Men's and Young Women's ChrisCanfleld: Bent Twig; HUlsboro
tian Associations in the Hiram People.
as much as per usual.
Brock
auditorium
Wednesday,
Feb
BILL WHITE says that CURRY
Deland: The Iron Woman.
HORN certainly registered surprise ruary 25, at 7 p. m. This presenta- Garland: Son of the Middle Borwhen he burst into a lady's bed- tion was the third of a series of der.
room the other morning by mis- pictures to be given by the local Hergesheimer: Java Head.
take. ORLAND LEA pronosticates a units of the associations during the Tarkington: Seventeen; Turmoil.
great business future for BILL Mc- second term. Proceeds from the Wharton: Squad.
GD3NEY. ORLAND says that just shows will be used by the organizaSuperior Literary Level
the other day BILL charmed VIR- tions to send delegates to the Blue Austin: Pride and Prejudice.
GINIA CECIL into paying him Ridge conference again this year. Bronte: Wuthering Heights.
double for a bar of candy. SAM The picture showed Wednesday
Cather: My Antonia.
ROUTENBURG has become the night was to have been offered last Conrad: Nigger of the Narcissus.
proud owner of a life-size picture week, but had to be postponed unEliot: Mill on the Floss.
of IRMA WICKER. SAM is having til Wednesday, February 25.
Galsworthy: The Forsyte Saga.
trouble deciding which he likes betHawathorne: The House of Seven
ter—the picture or IRMA. I notice
Mrs. Janet Murbach, member cf
that EVANGELINE SHAFER has the faculty of the foreign language Gables.
joined in the parade after HARRY department at Easlern. Bpcsa at ihe Howells: Rise of Silas Lap ham.
CORNELL. I guess she is taking banquet of the Berea-Laurel Ridges Lewis: Arrowsmith; Babbitt.
Sedgwick: Little French Girl.
SHERLEY WICKER'S place.
D. A. R.
Shaw: Pygmalion.
MITCHEL DENHAM says that
Tolstoi: Anna Karenina.
WINSTON WILLIAMS is afraid
The mysteriously titled "S. Q. V,"
Wells: Tono Bungay.
that his BEREA FRIENDS will find a three-act melodram, will be given
Wharton: Age of Innocence.
out that he took RUBY CARRIER a second presentation by the Little
to a dance in Winchester the other Theater club, dramatic organization
"We get no good
night. RUTH SCHAEFFER says at Eastern, in the Hiram Brock authat HAZEL LLEWELLYN'S bright ditorium within the next two weeks, By being ungenerous, even to a book
and shining lights are beginning to according to- the announcement this And calculating profits ... so much
help
dim. By the way, MARY EVELYN
YOUNG hinted that RUTH broke week by Thomson Bennett, presi- By so much reading. It Is rather
into MILDRED KELLY'S piano re- dent of the Little Theater club.
when
cital by telling MILDRED that she The melodram is a Homeric produc- We gloriously forget ourselves and
tion
written
by
Edward
E.
Parawas wanted on the phone. HERplunge
MAN HALE was teasing BEN AD- more, Jr. Characters for the pres- Soul-forward, headlong, into a
entation
will
be
practically
the
same
AMS about RUTH MILLER turnbook's profound,
ing down his generous offer to take as before. Those assigned for the Impassioned for its beauty and salt
her to the basketball game because first presentation were: Louise Ruttruth—
ledge, Curt Howard, Molly Hayes, "Tis of
she had a LIBRARY DATE.
then we get the right good from
Hazel
Miller,
Thompson
Bennett,
According to AL CRACE, SAD
a book."
EYES is due for a beating at the Jack Bayer, Herschiel McKinley,
—Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Edwin
Holder,
Bob
Davis,
Evadean
hands of KENNY MARSHALL
O
when he refuses to say each night, Squires, Sam Routenberg, Ruth MilTRAINING SCHOOL NOTES
ler,
and
Jennings
Jackson.
when they go to bed, that MARY
Model High School Honor Roll
O—■
ELSTON is the prettiest girl in the
The students whose names appear
"If
you
can't
guess'
who
It
is
in
school. SAD EYES says that KEN
below have made above average in
is not going to make a liar out of three guesses I am going to kiss all their subjects for the first sehim. MITCHELL DENHAM boasts you," said the boy with his hands mester:
of being on HOLLIS MATHERLY'S over her eyes.
Sixth Grade—Billy Farrls.
"Jack Frost, Davy Jones, Santa
quartete which broadcast from
Seventh Grade—Mary Frances
Claus."
WLW last Monday. By the way,
Bales, Mary K. Deatherage, MargaAnd he did.
speaking of DENHAM, HOLLIS
ret Denny, Billy Elder, Flora KenMATHERLY Is complaining of
namer.
Visitor: "Boy, look at the dumb
DENHAM causing so many unnecEighth Grade—Caperton Bumam,
essary stops along the road. Besides looking ones over there."
George Evans, Mollie Mae Rogers.
the duties of being director of the
Prof: "Shh. not so loud, they're
Ninth Grade—J a n e Hendren,
cafeteria, MISS MclLVAlN is as- our seniors."
Theola May field, James Neale, Amy
sistant to Night Watchman LAWLouise Parrish, Emllle Wiggins.
HORN, according to RUTH MILAdam was the first radio bug; he
Tenth Grade—Wllma Bond, Mary
LER and EMILY HARRISON. made a loud speaker out of his spare E. Denny, Thomas Farris, Margaret
MENDEL PARSONS says that parts.
Neale.
LESTER McHARGUE ought to
Eleventh Grade—Minnie Hager.
pick on someone his size and stay CARL GARRETT some time in the
Twelfth Grade—Ray Cooper, and
off of little J NEWT LEE.
near future. Guess this will be 8AD Lowell Pelfrey.
MR. LAWHORN seems to have NEWS for BILL WHITE. PAULINE
won the friendhip of FRANCIS says that KITTY and CARL have
In the very near future students
PROCTOR and MARY ELSTON by been SWEET HEARTS for over a will be selected from various classes
"passing them up" the other night. year. Well, that's all for this time. to represent their nigh school In
| PAULINE PULLIAM says that If any of you hear anything, let the high school achievement conKITTY MARTIN is coming to visit us know.
tests to be held at Lexington on
March 27. These contests are sponsored by the Extension Department
of the University of Kentucky and
contestants are invited from all
parts of the state. Students will
compete In the following: English,
literature, spelling, American history, general science, biology, physYOU'LL GET YOUrt SHARE of trouble, and may never
ics, chemistry, algebra, plane geknow its source.
ometry, general scholarship.
Enough brick if laid end to end
to build a double row from Richmond to Lexington—five thousand
tons of cement, sand, and gravelenough to build a ten foot concrete
walk around the entire state farm
—seven freight trains of twentyfive loaded cars each of stone, steel,
and lumber, etc.—3,692 square feet
of glass—that's in the New Charles
F. Weaver Health Building and
Gymnasium at Eastern.
The new $190,000 structure contains 410 tons of cut stone, 8 car
loads of lumber, 40 oars of gravel,
35 cars of sand, 1300,000 pounds of
cement, 7 car loads of glazed tile,
280 tons of structural and reinforced
steel, 3 cars of door frames and
window sash, 400,000 face and common brick, 5 cars of lime, laths,
and roofing material, and 4 cars of
glass.

The new gymnasium will be 220
feet, 10 inches by 102 feet, 11 Inches
with a main playing floor 110 feet
by 90 feet and a smaller floor 40
feet by 75 feet.
,- '
A swimming pool of regulation
size 25 feet by 75 feet with a capacity of 75,000 gallons of water Is
included In the building.
The
water may be heated from 40 degrees to 180 degrees by the heating
equipment will be constantly filtered
through quarts gravel in passing
through the circulating system.
Markers of black tile will be put in
the bottom of the pool which will
be lined with white tiling.
There are five shower rooms for
varsity teams, freshmen, faculty,
visitors, and girls. The girl's showers alone contain 34 separate compartments.

SCANDELETTE

On The Campus

ONE WAY OUT OF TROUBLE

It often comes from shoddy shoes, (we come in here of
. course)
f
If snoes are causing your distress, so quickly are they
wearing,
You'll stop the trouble right away if RICHARDSON
does your repairing.

RICHARDSON SHOE SERVICE
■>

The senior class at its last meeting on February 26 chose for Its
motto: "Before us Is the timber let
us build." At their next meeting it
is the plan to choose, the class flower and color. The rings which were
ordered early in the year are expected to arrive soon. Seven students completed their work and left
the class at the end of the first
semester. Fourteen more are now
looking forward toward graduation
in June. Of the seven who finished
their requirements at the end of
the first semester, five are now enrolled In college at Eastern.

Six members of the Ben Greet Players (Top, left to rlgMt) Adela
Ferguson, woo will portray the character of Muria in "Twelfth Night.
Audrey in "As You I.Ike It," one of the three witches In "Macbeth." and
one of the (Mayers In "Hamlet." Frank D Newmnn will appear as the
Ambassador In "Hamlet," Sir Andrew Aguecheek In "Twelfth Night.'
Frederick In "As You Like It," and SeyKm In "Macbeth." Sheila Gllles
pio Is cast as Dnnaldbln In "Macbeth." Phehe In "As You Like It," one
of the Players In "Hamlet." and the Attendant in 'Twelfth Night
(Bottom, left to right) Reginald Jnrmnn. who will portray the character of the King In "Hamlet." Feste In "Twelfth Night." Oliver In "As
You Like It." and Mac-duff In "Macbeth." Rex Walters will appear as
Malcom In "Macbeth." Orlando In "As Yon I.Ike It." Orslno In "Twelfth
Night " and Horatio In "Hamlet." Keith Boer will enact the role of
Marcellus In "Hamlet." the Sea ("nptnln In "Twelfth Night," Adam ID
"As You Like It." and Ross In "Macbeth."

EASTERN STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS

WELCOME AT CORNETTS
Walk an extra block and get better service and delightful Soda Fountain Drinks, TOASTED SANDWICHES,
Cosmetics, Toilet Articles, DRUGS, School supplies, etc.
PARKER FOUNTAIN PENS
We have cut prices on any merchandise which means
a savings.
VISIT US we will be glad to have you.

CORNETT'S DRUG STORE
Madison Theatre is Next Door

Phone 19

Your Milestone Photo
Should be made befoie the rush . . . Telephone
52 for your appointment. Open at night by
appointment.
Kodak Finishing—Bring them today
(Jet them tomorrow.
*■

-•
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Stamp Photos 50c Per Doz.
(

Ihe McGaug,hey Studio

UNUSUAL
In The
Gracefulness
of Their
Design
$8 and $8.50

These two lovely spring styles
in blonde and tan combinations and the similar styles
styles in smart black foundation for the finest costume.

STANIFER'S
Main at Second

Richmond, Ky.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
To Student's
Laundry

MADISON LAUNDRY
LEAVE LAUNDRY AT POST OFFICE

fct
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FROSH LICKED STRONG TEAMS
BY VARSITY IN 7TH REGION
.»

.

Maroons Quintet
Defeats Tournament to be Held Here
Will Bring Leading
Yearling Champs 40 to
Quintets Together
23 in Benefit Game
NET

PROCEEDS

$100 USE

MADISON

HI

GYM

The Eastern varsity, with noth- The Seventh Regional basketing at stake except pride, played ball tournament, which year after
the best basketball the Maroons year brings together the best group
have exhibited this season and of basketball teams in the state,
soundly threshed the Little Ma- this year seems to be no 'exception
roons, state freshman champions, in and uniess tne same thing napuenb
a benefit exhibition game last night chis year that happened last, the
at the Madison High gymnasium, victors crowned here Saturday will
nave an excellent chance to meet In
40 to 23.
The game was played to provide the finals of the state tournament
funds for the purchase of letter at Lexington.
and numeral sweaters and was put Last year Hazard and Carr Creek
on by the E Club, letter-men i or- were the best teams in the state in
ganization. Cyrus (Rabbit) Wal- their respective classes with Londrop acted as coach of the varsity, don not far behind Hazard in the
while Tommy DeWitt was freshman Class A division. But Hazard and
coach. Approximately $100 was re- London battled it out in the first
round, both teams being extended to
alized from the encounter.
The Maroons had their shooting the limit, and Carr Creek and Hazclothes on and hit a greater per- ard fought to a finish In the finals,
centage of their shots than they caking a lot from the finalists and
have at any time during the past started them both on the way to
season while the Little Maroons ap- oecome stale for the state meet.
parently forgot their training and Tills year the old reliables, Hazresorted to some very, very wild ard, London, and Carr Creek are
shooting from mid-court and sel- nere, as strong as ever, apparently,
' dom tried to work the ball m for and another tnreat from the mounians is with them—Benham High
crip shots.
Coaches Turkey Hughes and Al School—a team of big fast fellows
Portwood watched their cnarges who have everything that a chamfrom the stands and although his pionship basketball team should
varsity team defeated the frosh, nave.
Coach HugheS saw on ttie floor at Then there is the local quintette
least ten men who will be valuable —the Madison High School Royal
next year In building a team. The Purples, a clever aggregation that
frosh, while defeated, again dem- may upset the dope oucxet and be
onstrated that as individuals they lound right in the running for the
Should the Purples
are good basketball players -but con- regional title.
trary to custom failed to work to- decide to return to their early season form and play the kind of ball
gether.
Big Ben Adams was particularly they played against Kavanaugh and
hot last night and in the first half Miilersburg Military Institute they
accounted for five field goals, and will have a fighting chance to turn
added one more in the second half the tide in their favor.
While Carr creek stands supreme
to run his total to six. Bill Melton
accounted for five field goals and in the minds of the fans when the
three of six foul shots to take high class B title Is spoken of, there are
two other teams from the mounscoring honors with 13 points.
The Maroons scored 12 points be- tains which may upset the Creekfore the Little Maroons scored and men and win a big name for thementirely dominated the play in the selves. They are none other than
first half, holding a lead of 25 to Burning Springs and Hazel Green.
9 at the end of the first 20 minute Hazel Green had a fine team last
period. In the second half the frosh year and with a little more luck
played almost on even terms with would have eliminated the Creekthe varsity, scoring 14 points to the men.
Although little Interest is maniupper-classmen's 15.
For the frosh Jimmy Vest got the fested in the girls division of the
most points, hitting five field goals, tournament, the Hazard girls and
but Vest shot much more than any- White Hall girls, respectively Class
one else, often blasting away from A and Class B regional champions
the center circle and on one occa- last year, are expected to repeat.
The state champions of Hazard
sion from even back of It.
Gillls Madden tried the long dis- have another powerful team playing
tance game in the last minute of the same style of basketball played
play and connected twice on long by boys.
ones as the game crept close to an However the other Class A teams
in the girls division, Corbln, Barend.
Seventeen of the 18 men who bourville and Walllns, are strong
participated In the game last night aggregations and may give the
will be available for varsity work champions all they are looking for
next year, barring accidents, only in the course of play. Eacn of
Orland (Spoofy) Lea, varsity sub, the other'teams will be pointed for
not being eligible next year. Lea is the Hazard team while Pat Payne's
to be graduated In June after four girls will not be able to point for
anyone.
years on the squad.
The lineup and summary of last
Although White Hall is favored
night's game:
in the Class B division Hazel Green
VARSITY (40)
has a strong girls team, but Combs
Player
Pos. FG FT FM PF TP and Red House are not as strong
Melton
F
5 6 3 2 13 as the two teams in the upper
H. Hale
F
2 2 2 16 bracket. White Hall whipped Red
Adams
C
6 2 0 3 12 House, 18 to 5, in the district finZ. Halye
»G
3
10 0 6 als here and Combs was eliminated
L. Hale G
0 2
1 0 1 by a top-heavy score in the finals
Lea
G
10 0 0 2 at Hazard.
Howard
G
0 0 0 1 0
With Gayle Mohney and T. B.
Quails
F
0 0 0 0 0 McDonough working the games, the
Hord
F
0 0 0 0 0 tournament is sure to be very efficiently officiated.
These two,
17 13 6 7 40 with Fred Koster, worked the KenTotals
tucky Intercollegiate Tournament
FROSH (23)
at Winchester in a highly comPlayer
Pos. FO FT FM PF TP mendable manner and both are
Feeback
F
2 0 0 14 kn*wn throughout the state as men
Vest
F
5 O 0 3 10 able to keep the game going at a
McDanlel
C
0 4 111 fast pace and yet prevent its beCampbell
G
0 0 0 3 0 coming rough. ,
Madden
G
3 3 2 18
Everytning is in readiness for the
Phillips
G
0
10 0 0 opening of the tournament Friday
Carder
F
0 0 0 0 0 morning. The court at Madison
Flannery
F
0 0 0 0 0 High gym, where all games will be
Green
C
0 0 0 0 0 played, has been newly marked off.
Large mats for the ends under the
Totals
10 8 3 9 23 baskets were purchased last week
Officials: Boyer and Jackson.
the Richmond board of education
O-,
and offer protection against injury
to the players.
The trophies have been purchased
and are on dsplay. The programs
are in the process of being printed
so as to be ready for distrlDution on
Madison county students enrolled the opening day. The tickets are
at Eastern Kentucky State Teachers ready and minor details are being
College for the second semester out- arranged rapidly so that when the
number students from any other whistle blows for the openng game
county almost three to one, accord- Friday morning there will remain
ing to figures compiled at the busi- nothing to be done.
ness office of the college. Madison
The indications are that capacity
13 represented at Eastern by 212 stu- crowds will be in the gym for both
dents.
night and afternoon sessions and
Other counties having large repre- everyone is working to make this
sentations are Pulaski 75, Clay 54 tournament the most successful
Estlll 43, Whltley 34. Casey 81, Gar- regional tournament held by Eastern
rard 27, Owen 26. Owsley 26, Bell Kentucky State Teachers College In
24 and Harlan 24. Other states the history of the tourney.
represented in the student body are
West Virginia, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Missouri, Indiana, MichMen can never escape being govigan, Georgia and Ohio.
A final tabulation of students for erned. Either they must submit to
the second semester shows 1.580 In govern themselves or they must
all departments of the college. Of submit to being governed by others.
this number 1,174 are college stu- If from lawlessness or fickleness,
dents and 406. are enrolled in the from folly or self-indulgence, they
high schooL- and.-training- school. refuse to govern taemselves, then
Tne present»attendance of college most assuredly in the end they will
students at Eastern exceeds last have to be governed from the outyear's second semester enrollment side. They can prevent the need of
government from without only by
by 232.
Dr. Donovan has announced that showing that they possess the
the new Weaver health building and power of government from within.
gymnasium will be opened for A sovereign cannot make excuses
classes on April 6 when the spring for his failures; a sovereign must
term begins at Eastern. This build- accept the responsibility for the exing, named In honor of Charles F. ercises of the power tha» Inheres
Weaver of Ashland, Ky., a member him; anw where, as is true in our
of the board of regents, will pro- Republic the people are sovereign,
vide every facility for teaching then the people must show a sober
physical education and health, and understanding and a sane and
Includes a modern swimming pool steadfast purpose if they are to preof official else ,as well as two gym- serve that orderly liberty upon
nasium*, handball courts, wrestling which as a foundation every repuband boxing rooms, class rooms and lic must rest.
—THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
laboratories.

WE SOMETIMES WONDER
Hear Dr. Schneib What
Miss Roberts will do when
runs out of suggestions.
in Chapel Talk hheWhat
Bob Davis would do If all
'Dr. Anna A. Schnieb spoke In
chapel at Eastern Teachers College
recently, telling of her experiences in Vienna, Austria, and her
studies at the University of Vienna
which she attended during the past
year.
Dr. Schnieb explained that Vienna is the worlds greatest medical
center and that the University of
Vienna is one of the oldest schools
of its kind in the world, it was the
second university to be established
and the modern university is derived from it. Some slides of scenes
in Vienna were shown to supplement the address.
In speaking of the University of
Vienna, Dr. Schnieb said: "The faculty is primarily concerned with the
scholastic attainments of the students and is not interested in what
the students do outside the lecture
room. Most of the social intercourse
is through the many fraternities
and clubs on the campus. Must oi
these organizations are political
One becomes a member of them
not by invitation, but by application. A requirement for membership in one of the fraternities is tJ
have engaged in at least five duels
but the Austrian and German boya
think nothing of fighting duels.
They do not think it as dangerous
as our game of football."
Dr. Schnieb emphasized the fact
that American scenery is Just as
beautiful as that of Europe, but
seems so different because it is a
realization of seeing what we have
read about.
In telling of Vienna, Dr. Schnieb
told of the many distinguishing
features which made the city so
different from others. Among these
features were the location of the
city, its cleanliness and civic pride
of the people, the playgr^unas oi
over 5,000 acres (the wiener wald),
the customs of the people, their u <
of leisure time, the hospitality of
the people, and the quaint old coffee nouses that are found on every
square of the city.
Dr. Schnieb dwelled* at length on
the economy practiced by student.
at University of Vienna. Dr. H. L.
Donovan presided at the exercises
O
Life is made up of sobs, sniffles
and smiles with sniffles predominating.—O. Henry.
The more you study
The more you know.
The more you know
The more you forget.
The more you forget
The less you know;
So why study?
The
The
The
The
The
The

less you study
less you know.
less you know
less you forget.
less you forget
more you knflw;
So why study?
—Exchange.

GOOD CITIZENSHIP

•

I'

•

A BETTER DRY CLEANING

SERVICE
•

for Students
Every garment beautifully cleaned and pressed by an
expert.
Mr. John Gibert, Room 125, Memorial Hall
Miss Pauline Goatley, Room 49, Sullivan Hall
Miss Julia Porter, Room 101, Burnam Hall
Any one of the above agents will be glad to serve you.

RICHMOND
Dry Cleaners
"quality cleaning"
i

3rd & Irvine Sts.

Telephone 6-1

(Prepare For-

EASIER
SPRING
DRESSES
Bright Colon
New Prints

$6*90
Smart new style* ... and exceptional values I Each one of
these dresses would have toM
for two or three dollars more
a rear aga Be sure to tee
them.

With A Snappy
SILK SUIT
REDINGOT DRESS
PSINT DRESS
ALL MODERATELY PRICED
ALSO SEE OUR NEW LINE OF CHIC MILLINERY

The Style Shop
There are No Better Shoes
for college men than the Walter
Booth Shoes. In them you get
style, snap and long wear.
They are being featured to
suit all who want to wear the
new ideas in style at a very
moderate price. See these shoes
before making your next selec-

J. C. Penney Co.

tio

iW

Sam Routenberg is our representative on the campus.

Incorporated

RICE & ARNOLD
A YOUNG MAN'S STORE

J. N. CULTON
& CO.
GROCERIES & MEATS

The " Commodore "
one of our many fashionable

Phones 613—614
East Main and Collins SU.

212 Madwoman

Students at Eastern

of Eastern's blondes would dye their
hair, or pharmacists should. Stop
selling peroxide.
How all of the old maids at Eastern would entertain themselves
should the library burn down.
What kind of a medal Joe Bender would deserve if he got to class
on time—Just once.
How the student body of Eastern
could possibly repay the Board of
Kent-ills should they grant the
much-needed Spring Vacation.
What Mary Evelyn Allen would
do without her charming freckles.
How Allington Crace is going to
amuse himself after these seven
long years at Eastern.
Who in Memorial hall has nerve
enough to steal Erma's picture from
Sam Routenberg's room.
How Harold Rutledge manages to
exist without Jim Ault, since Jim's
wife keeps him at home.
Why Jennings Jackson has decided to attend chapel this semester.
What Blanche Wimble's idea was
In trying to establish a dog kennel
In her room.
j
Why Bill Ramsey suddenly decided to remain in school for another term.
Who Mr. Van Peursem will take
to the next dance since Miss Lowry
has returned.
O
The affirmative debaters of the
Model High debating team went to
Beattyville to debate that team on
March. The local team was repre-»
sented by Henry Baugh, Wilma
Bond, Lucille Case.

Richmond, Ky.

"The Foresome"
Coat, Vest,
Trousers and
Knickers
as tailored by sportswear,
incorporated, the "Foresome" suit is sufficiently
practical as a school suit or
for golf to win the patronage of such stars as Walter
Hagen,
Johnny Farrel,
Hortdn Smith and others.
And as a dress-up suit it
graces the popularity of the
younger set in a wide
range of exclusive, quality
distinctive patterns.

Look Listen Boys
POOL

for Men

Has Been Reduced to

* 19.75

2i/2c Per Cue
MARCUM'S
BILLIARD PARLOR
3 Experienced Operators

Glyndon Beauty Parlor
For Wind Blown Bob*
EUGENE PERMANENT WAVES
Mrs. D. L. Moody, Mgr.
Phone 416

SEE MB

LUCY BRANDENBERG

E. V. Elder

Spring Suits

for
SEWING and ALTERATION
N. Third St.
Phone M6-J

NfiTIkPI? Students have been confusing us with
ill/lllX Beauty Parlor in McKee Store. We
are not in store—but in McKee Bldg. Look for sign.

POWDER PUFF BEAUTY SHOP
MRS. GARNETT HOWARD—MRS. J. B. CORNEI.ISON

Comparable Quality
Would Have Cost #5.00 More
• Year Ago
TI^EN, youll like the "Commodore,"
lVi a moderately styled, easy fitting
model for spring. The fabrics are
worsteds and twist effects, and are unusually distinctive in medium and dark

J. C. PENNEY CO.
INCORPORATED

»

V

